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My exposure to J. D. Salinger came through a required reading list that included Catch-

er in the Rye. Most boys in the class related to Holden Caufield’s angst—at least those

who were pubescent—and were titillated by the boundaries that the book tested. And

if that wasn’t enough for the young males of my generation, there was Terry Southern and Ma-

son Offenberg’s scandalous Candy.

Nowadays, children are exposed to more in one Viagra ad on television than in Salinger, Southern, and Of-
fenberg combined.

A lesser-known Salinger book that I still cherish is Franny and Zooey. I suspect I did not read this work until
my early college years in the late 1960s. The book inspired me to wander back to its origins in The New Yorker.
In the original story (“Seymour: An Introduction,” 6 June 1959), Salinger speculates about his “general” readers:

I found out a good many years back practically all I need to know about my general reader; that is to say, you, I’m
afraid...You’re a great bird-lover...You’re someone who took up birds in the first place because they fired your imag-
ination; they fascinated you because ‘they seemed of all created beings the nearest to pure spirit—those little crea-
tures with a normal temperature of 125°.’

My parents were—and are—birdwatchers. They insured that I would catch the birdwatching bug at an early
age. Yet, I battled to find a raison d’être for an interest that most of us would not confess even to our best
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The folks gathered here are,
quite simply, some of the
greatest birders of all time.
They were the pioneers of the
modern birding movement in
the 1960s and 1970s, and they
are still at the cutting edge of
birding expertise. And some-
thing else: They have been—
and continue to be—vigorous
advocates for birding. But they
won’t be around forever. Who
will advocate for birding in
the decades to come? Photo
courtesty of © Don Roberson.
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friends, and Salinger perhaps unwittingly supplied it.
Through birds, those creatures “nearest to pure spirit,”
I advanced to nature and to the life I still live today.

To speculate about the future of birding, we must first
define what birding is. I began as a birdwatcher, in an
age when bird information chiefly came from bird clubs
lorded over by snowy-headed octogenarians. In that
time you had to earn your stripes to be finally allowed
access to the “secrets”—where to go, when to go, what
to look for. Yet for us youngsters, in our teens and 20s,
birdwatching had a musty smell, whereas “birding” let
in the fresh air. Radical groups such as the American

Birding Association came into being, and pioneers such
as Guy McCaskie and Rich Stallcup began to challenge
the mythology of the past. Remember, we grew up in
the age of “confusing fall warblers,” yet these California
birders had progressed well toward field identification of
Empidonax flycatchers.

Times do change.

George Bernard Shaw said, “The only man I know who
behaves sensibly is my tailor; he takes my measure-

ments anew each time he sees me. The rest go on with
their old measurements and expect me to fit them.”

Everyone shown here has contributed to Birding at least once in the past five years. (Most have contributed
more than once.) In the years ahead, will they find a collective voice? Will they be advocates for birding?

This commentary poses those questions and suggests a possible way forward.
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What size now fits our recreation? Extra large. Ac-
cording to the National Survey of Recreation and the
Environment (NSRE), 82.4 million Americans age 16
and older view or photograph birds. Of the various
studies of outdoor recreation, the NSRE is the most
liberal in its definition of birding, and the NSRE esti-
mate reflects, I believe, the extent of potential market,
capturing the soft end of the interest. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, in contrast, is interested only in
those who “have either taken a trip one mile or more
from home for the primary purpose of observing birds
and/or closely observed or tried to identify birds
around the home.” What about those who kayak and
bird? Or what about those who hike the Appalachian
Trail and keep a list of the birds seen along the way?
The Fish and Wildlife Service study may miss such
persons.

In any event, the Fish and Wildlife Service esti-
mates that 48 million Americans 16 and older view,
feed, or photograph birds. These recreationists are re-
sponsible for $82 billion in total industry output, they

generate 671,000 jobs, and they contribute $11 bil-
lion in local, state, and federal tax revenue. In com-
parison, according to the National Golf Foundation,
there are 26.2 million golfers in the U.S. A golfer is
defined by the foundation as anyone age 18 and older
who played at least one regulation round of golf in
the past 12 months.

Here are a couple of additional tidbits from the Fish
and Wildlife Service. According to the agency’s assess-
ment of the economic impact of national wildlife
refuges (Banking on Nature 2006), “82% of the total
expenditures is generated by non-consumptive activi-
ties (wildlife viewing) on refuges. Fishing accounts for
12% of expenditures, and hunting generates 6%.” The
agency also states that “the increase in wildlife-related
recreation participation from 2001 to 2006 was due to
wildlife watching (observing, feeding, and photo-
graphing wildlife). During this period, the number of
people wildlife watching increased by 8%. Although
their overall expenditures showed little change, they
did spend 38% more on trips, 18% more on bird food

Photo by © Bill Schmoker.
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and wildlife-watching equipment (such as binoculars,
cameras, bird feeders), and 26% more on auxiliary
equipment.” In other words, growth did not come from
hunting or fishing. Wildlife watching—best realized in
birding—remains the catalyst for growth.

Let me repeat that last nugget: Growth in wildlife-re-
lated recreation is coming from non-consumptive ac-
tivities such as wildlife viewing and photography. But
here’s where it gets messy: According to the most re-
cent research from the Outdoor Foundation, among
boys ages 6–12, participation in outdoor recreation
dropped from 79% to 72% in 2007; among girls of the
same age, participation dropped from 77% to 61%.

How well do hunting, fishing, and wildlife watching
recruit youngsters to the outdoors? According to the
Fish and Wildlife Service, in 2006 there were approxi-
mately 12 million anglers aged 6–15, with 10.5 million
who did not also go hunting. There were 1.77 million
in the same age group who hunted, and only 208,000
who only hunted.

By contrast, there were 13.6 million Americans aged

6–15 who found their way to nature through watching,
feeding, and photographing wildlife. Even more inter-
esting are the more than four million youngsters aged
6–8 who watched, fed, and photographed wildlife,
compared to the 3.2 million who fished and a sample
for hunting that was too small to be reliably analyzed.

Naturally we would expect the USFWS and allied
agencies to rush to take advantage of this growth in
wildlife viewing, right? No. The Obama administration
has proposed creating a 21st Century Youth Conserva-
tion Corps. Included in this proposal is additional fund-
ing for youth environmental education programs, with
small increases in a variety of existing programs. Of par-
ticular interest is funding for young people to partici-
pate in conservation programs on public lands such as
national wildlife refuges.

This all sounds well and good. Almost every envi-
ronmental not-for-profit organization has responded in
some fashion to Richard Louv’s call to action in his
provocative book Last Child in the Woods. Isn’t this what
the new legislation is about?

Photo by © Stan Tekiela.
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Yes and no. What I find im-
possible to explain is that out
of the $70 million budget ($50
million for new programs, $20
million for existing), $30 mil-
lion is being set aside for re-
cruiting new hunters and
anglers. According to the U.S.
Department of the Interior,
“the 2010 budget includes an
increase of $30 million to help
set the stage for the next wave
of hunters, anglers, wildlife,
and other natural resource
managers. The request in-
cludes $28 million for a new
discretionary Federal Aid in
Wildlife grants program to
help states, territories, and
tribes establish new creative
programs to educate and ener-
gize young hunters and an-
glers.” My understanding is
that this gross oversight is now
being corrected, but how could the Department of In-
terior and the Fish and Wildlife Service have been so
blind to begin with? By the way, the National Audubon
Society joined the National Rifle Association (NRA),

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Ducks Unlimited, and
Mule Deer Foundation in support of this proposed leg-
islation that excludes birding.

And why is it that we birders are being urged to pur-
chase hunting licenses and
duck stamps? Does the Fish
and Wildlife Service have a
method of determining who
is a duck hunter and who is a
birder among stamp pur-
chasers, or is what matters
the total number of stamps
sold being credited to hunt-
ing? Yes, hunters and anglers
contribute to conservation
through license sales and ex-
cise taxes. But if the tradi-
tional wildlife recreation
community truly wanted
change, the Pittman-Rober-
ston Act (first passed in
1937) would have been
amended and expanded years
ago to include wildlife watch-
ing, feeding, and photogra-
phy equipment and supplies.

As it stands today, hunters
Photo by © Bill Schmoker.
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and anglers have government agencies in a strangle-
hold, and they are perfectly happy with the status quo.
Just attend one of the professional meetings such as the
North American Wildlife and Natural Resources Con-
ference; no doubt, sustaining North America’s hunting
heritage will be a track on the agenda, but birding will
not. Meanwhile, we birders—who have the numbers—
stand outside with our tin cups begging for a scrap from
the table where we are not invited to sit.

Perhaps here is where we should start the discussion
about the future of birding. Of these tens of millions

of “birders,” most find their way to nature through
birds in their backyards. They mount feeders, enhance
their yards (such as through the Master Gardener Pro-
gram or the National Wildlife Federation’s backyard
programs), and erect Purple Martin hotels in order to
attract birds. According to the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice, 42 million birders watch around the home, and 20
million take trips away from home to recreate. More
importantly, most of these backyard birders identify
far more with the resource (birds) than the recreation
(birding).

The data provided by the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice, while extremely valuable when assessing the im-
pact of the broader market, lack specificity regarding
the various subpopulations or niches within the
recreation itself. The first and most obvious question
is: “What is a birder?” Do these 48 million North
American birders coalesce into a homogenous popu-
lation, or is this a highly segmented and diverse group
of recreationists?

My experience has shown birding and wildlife view-
ing to be notably segmented markets. Birders are uni-
fied by a common interest (birds), but there are
multiple and diverse pathways that birders use in ap-
proaching this interest. I have found it useful to define
birders as “people who find their way to nature through
birds, no matter the approach or the specific interest.”

As an analogy, consider shoppers entering a Wal-
mart store. All have a common interest (shopping in
this particular establishment), but each is looking for
different items to purchase. They entered through the
same door, but will leave with different products, sat-
isfactions, or disappointments. Birders may enter na-
ture through birds, but each birder has his or her

Photo by © Bill Schmoker.
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own set of interests, desires, and expectations. Bird-
ing has evolved—through the influence of tech-
nology, for the most part—into a 21st-century recre-
ation. Such recreation is characterized by an array of
seemingly endless niches, a concept recently es-
poused by Chris Anderson in The Long Tail. To an-
swer the question, “What is a birder?” we must
consider the vast diversity of interests that draw peo-
ple to birds in the first place.

Most important, these personal interests no longer
have to be pursued and nurtured through any formal
structure. The internet—with its attendant discussion
lists and blogs, with its Twitter and Facebook—is re-
placing the bird clubs of old. For example, the Nature
Blog Network now has more than 1,000 nature blogs
enrolled. Knowledge that was once the private domain
of a few has been emancipated. Rare birds once read
about in Bird-Lore months after being sighted are
known within an instant around the world. Field trips
are arranged online, bird identifications are debated on-
line, and digital bird photographs are blasted around
the world by being Twittered to a blog.

The traditional calcified structure of birding—an ar-
tifact of the Baden-Powell era—is being rapidly dis-
mantled by an agile social network that allows each
person to choose how and with whom to pursue his or
her interests. Geography is no longer a limitation; I can
converse about birds with those similarly interested
anywhere in the world. Birding, as a recreation, is
growing virally, and therefore all we can predict is that
it will continue to grow, and to displace that which
came before.

Many National Audubon Society chapters, the ABA,
local bird clubs, print magazines, North American Birds,
and print field guides are relics that will either evolve in
the digital world or disappear. Already, online resources
such as eBird, All About Birds, BNA Online, and hun-
dreds of birding blogs are taking their place.

Rather than mourn their demise, we should celebrate
this evolution. What reassures me is the increasing
numbers of Americans who find their way to nature
through the “pure spirit” of birds. Perhaps birding’s evo-
lution is precisely what will eventually stand it in good
stead in the future, while traditional recreations such

Photo by © Stan Tekiela.
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as hunting stubbornly hang onto the past.
Birding has reached a critical moment when it

must step outside the shadow of the consumptive cul-
ture that pervades wildlife agencies and insist on recog-
nition in its own right. This development will demand
that those organizations which represent our interests
embrace the social and political activism necessary to
protect our interests, just as hunters and anglers have
done for decades. Recreation advocacy organizations
are easy to find. The International Mountain Biking As-
sociation, the American Canoe Association, the All Ter-
rain Vehicle Association, the Safari Club, and the
International Fly Fishing Association are but a few ex-
amples out of hundreds.

Who advocates for birding? Are we and our groups
motivated to promote and protect our recreation and
the resource on which it depends (healthy bird popu-
lations) with the potency and consistency that the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Ducks Unlimited,
and the NRA protect their own? Who is willing to focus
on the human landscape?

In a 2009 paper in PLoS One <http://tiny.cc/gin9Q>,

Patricia A. Zaradic and coauthors offer the following
conclusions: “Given the trends of increasing U.S. pop-
ulation diversity, urbanization, and economic and cul-
tural changes, we fear that the currently narrow base of
conservation NGO supporters will become even nar-
rower. To avoid becoming marginalized, the conserva-
tion movement will need to diversify its outreach
strategy, engaging novel and diverse constituencies.
Strategies for doing so may either require more of the
‘right types’ of nature exposure, or entirely different ap-
proaches to ethnic or socioeconomic groups who are
not likely to engage in hiking and backpacking. Ulti-
mately, the fate of biodiversity and intact ecosystems may
depend less on rates of habitat loss or invasive species than
on public perception of whether conservation should be sup-
ported at all.”

What better way to alter public perception, to nur-
ture respect and value, than through recreation? If our
birding groups are unwilling or unable to step forward,
get rid of them. We have the numbers, and now we
need the voice. Our efforts and investments will insure
a bright future for birding.
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